
Imagine your state is considering a bill that would allow businesses to build
coal and other fossil fuel-based factories on state-owned lands. Greenpeace
International publishes an article on its website about the proposed policy.
In a well-written paragraph, explain what their position would most likely
be on the idea and what actions they might take to get it passed or not
passed. (10 points)
I  would say that Greenpeace would be opposed to this plan because it would involve burning coal and other fossil fuels presumably and since doing so
contributes to greenhouse gases and exacerbates climate change which is causing an increase in global temperatures and extreme weather conditions like the
ones that caused the terrible flooding of Hurricane Katrina for example, then those factors could form part of their argument. Also, I believe they would also
promote green industries like ones that used say power from wind turbines and perhaps the use of large lithium recharge-able batteries that are being perfected
now as examples of clean energy sources. 
African and american indian societies tended to be matrilineal, which means people traced their heredity through their mothers. only women would be the heads
of families. men could not inherit property. women were in control of the social institutions. only mothers could act as political leaders.
Is science a boon or a bane
Much of the energy that the brain expends is used for
Why did the Crown pass the so-called Intolerable Acts? to raise revenue for the king
to increase trade with the colonies
to provoke a revolution in the colonies
to punish the colonists for their disobedience
What is the most likely reason that Mendeleev placed tellurium before iodine?
Which memory trick can be used to expand your vocabulary? I. prefix
II. rhyme
III. acronym
I only
I and II
II and III
I and III
Identify the part of speech or the form of a part of speech in the underlined portion of the next sentence. The children steadily eased themselves into the cold



water of the neighborhood pool. a) common noun
b) proper noun
c) pronoun
d) adjective
This political ideology is associated with the Democratic Party in the United States
The annual interest on a 9000 investment exceeds the interest earned on a $7000 investment by $145. The $9000 is invested at a 0.5% higher rate of interest than
the $7000. What is the interest rate of each investment?
When can the government exercise prior restraint on the press?
For every six hot dogs that are shipped to a store, two hamburgers are shipped. Yesterday, 12 hamburgers were added making the amount of hot dogs and
hamburgers shipped equal. How many hotdogs wre shippe originally?
Consider the character of Louise mallard. What transformation does she undergo in the story
Is the following statement true or false? Providing background information will help readers follow your essay.
(8.08×10^12)?(6.52×10^11) in scientific notation
What should a speaker most avoid in order to give an effective speech
Which of the these terms refers to a place where water is available in the desert
All objects are composed of atoms. The electrons contained within the objects' atoms are prone to move or migrate to other objects. If you were to walk across
the carpeting towards the door of the room, electrons would likely be scuffed off the atoms of your shoes and moved onto the atoms of the carpet. And as clothes
tumble in the dryer, it is highly likely that electrons on one piece of clothing will move from the atoms of the clothing onto the atoms of another piece of
clothing. What type of energy occurs when a sock is stuck to a blanket when it is taken out of the dryer? A) current electricity B) static electricity C) heat energy
D) high voltage electricity
during which decade were the most states admitted to Union and there's a fire those States on your map by circling their labels
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